Transportation details for the CO2-USA workshop
Salt Lake City, UT, Oct 24-26, 2018

--Master Google Map showing all of the workshop locations--

Venue on day 1 (Oct 24): View on Google Maps
Rice-Eccles Stadium, Scholarship Room, Level 4, (enter via Gate E)
451 South 1400 East, Salt Lake City, UT 84112

Venue on day 2 (Oct 25): View on Google Maps
Natural History Museum of Utah, Swaner Forum, Level 5
301 Wakara Way, Salt Lake City, UT 84108

Marriott Hotel at University Park: View on Google Maps
480 Wakara Way, Salt Lake City, UT 84108

NOTE: The Marriott Hotel has a guest shuttle that is available on a first-come, first-served basis for trips within ~2 miles from the hotel. To get the shuttle, call the hotel at 801-581-1000 and it will take 10-15 minutes to pick you up.

Getting from the airport to the Marriott Hotel

TRAX Light Rail public transit option:
The UTA TRAX light rail is a great way to get around town. Get on the TRAX Green line at the airport, ride it to the Courthouse stop, transfer to the TRAX Red line, and ride it to the University South Campus stop (Google Map Directions). From there you can call the Marriott shuttle and have them pick you up at the TRAX stop. The TRAX rail map is shown below, and the online version can be found here.

Other options:
From the Courthouse TRAX stop you can ride the UTA bus #228 directly to the Marriott (Google Map Directions). You can also use Uber, Lyft, a taxi, or drive.
Marriott Hotel to the Rice-Eccles Stadium
(Day 1 venue)

Parking Information:
For people who are driving, the stadium parking lot west of the stadium will be free on Oct 24th. However, the parking lot is open to anyone and it often fills up by 9am, so make sure to arrive on time.

Option 1: Marriott Hotel Shuttle
The hotel shuttle can take you directly to the stadium. However, the shuttle is only available on a first-come, first-served basis, so check in with the hotel staff in the morning about availability. If possible, find fellow workshop attendees and try to take the trip together to maximize the shuttle trips.

Option 2: University of Utah campus shuttle
The UofU Green shuttle bus runs close to the Marriott hotel and directly to the stadium. The actual bus stop is across the street from the Marriott (cross at the traffic light). The bus does not have a set schedule, but there is a real-time bus tracker that shows you where the bus is:
http://www.uofubus.com/
You can also text “uofubus 56” to 41411 to find out when the bus will arrive at the stop next to the Marriott.

Option 3: Walking
Google Maps says it is 1.3 miles and takes ~30 minutes to walk (Google Map Directions). Note that Foothill Blvd has a sidewalk on only one side of the road, so you have to cross Foothill Blvd twice to walk to the stadium (see the blue dashed line on the map to the right).

Rice-Eccles Stadium to the Marriott Hotel (end of Day 1)

We will have a dedicated shuttle running from the stadium to the Marriott hotel every 20 minutes from 5:20pm to 6:40pm. That way you can return to the hotel after the sessions are over or after one of the lab tours. The last bus will leave the stadium at 6:40pm!
Marriott Hotel to the Natural History Museum of Utah (Day 2 venue)

Parking Information:
There is free parking in the Natural History Museum of Utah’s parking lot.

Option 1: Walking
It is a pleasant 0.6-mile walk (~15 minutes) from the Marriott hotel to the Natural History Museum of Utah (NHMU). Note that there is a short section where there is no sidewalk, but there is very little traffic and you can easily walk next to the road on the grass. [Google Map Directions].

Option 2: Marriott Hotel Shuttle
The hotel shuttle can also take you to the museum. However, the shuttle is only available on a first-come, first-served basis, so check in with the hotel staff in the morning about availability.

Field trip to Snowbird Ski Resort (Day 3 optional field trip)

Please let us know if you plan on joining us for the field trip by filling out this online form.

Option 1: Shuttle
We will be providing vans for anyone who needs a ride. If you need a ride, make sure to let us know on the field trip form (above). We will meet in the Marriott hotel lobby at 8:15am and leave promptly at 8:30am.

Option 2: Drive yourself
If you would like to drive yourself, we will meet at the Snowbird Ski Resort at 10:00am. [Google Map Directions].